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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDFTYyZc4P8

 
Seeing enthusiastic reviews of our various product lines is what really gets our engines running.
They drive and push us to ensure we keep every one of our consumers happy. Expanding on the
points highlighted by the RallySportDirect video, we’d like to share a bit more insight into what
makes “a really well built key chain”? 
 
Carbon Fiber Material – Flawless, pre-impregnated carbon fiber minimizes the chances of
pinholes, bubbles, and weave distortion often seen in inferior products. Precision router cut for a
clean crisp edge, and hand dyed for a fully finished appearance.
 
Custom Logo Graphics – Customer color CI correct graphics printed on our automated screenprint
press use automotive grade UV resistant ink, designed to inhibit fade and discoloration.  A special
high gloss, scratch and UV resistant polyurethane doming gives the carbon fiber a deeper, 3D
effect while protecting the graphics from scratching and abrasion of even the toughest keys.
 
Leather Strap – The difference is often in the details, as our strap is made of genuine small-grain
leather specifically selected for its high durability. Available with or without red or white stitching
there’s a complementing strap for every graphic.
 
Key Ring – With several sizes and styles available for your specific application, our key rings are
nickel plated and constructed from properly sourced spring steel designed to maintain their shape
when opening and closing for key installation.
 
Packaging – No detail is too small, and when it comes to packaging, we use extra thick 4 mil
polybags and wrap our keychains in a low-adhesive 3M sourced film for bulk sale. For the added
retail touch, we even offer a U.S. made leatherette jewelry case for the discerning client.
It is often the simplest and cleanest products that demand the greatest design. Destined for the
challenging environment of one’s pocket or handbag, we strive to push the boundaries of what
makes an accessory and would rather consider ourselves the constructors of automotive jewelry.
 
Contact our sales representatives today for more information on the many keychain variants
available to your EOM or corporate account.

 
 

Marque Plates
 
Many cars sold today offer both front and rear license plate mounting straight from the dealer.
But what many don’t realize is not every state or province requires a front mounted plate. In fact
only 31 of the 50 states in the US are what we call 2-plate-states. As such, the front mounting
location on your new or preowned vehicle offers valuable real estate for personalization and
branding.
 
With a 12% increase year over year, our marque plate program offers three styles to satisfy every
customer.
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3D Emblem on Stainless Steel Marque Plate – Our most popular variant; made from 20 gauge 304
grade stainless steel available in Polished, Brushed, and Powder Coat Black, features an upscale
three dimensional emblem. Have an existing badge you would like to leverage in this unique
mounting location? Many of our current programs use customer supplied emblems, though they
may also be constructed by us. Due to volume requirements, this part is OEM only.
 

 
Laser Etched Stainless Steel Marque Plate – Beautifully made from the same heavy 20 gauge
stainless steel, these marque plates are precision laser etched with your custom graphics. 
Available in full US size and half size European-style with Polished, Brushed, or Powder Coat Black
finishing. Perfect for making a statement that will hold up to the rigors of daily driving.  This style
offers an attractive, low minimum order quantity.
 

 
Polycarbonate Marque Plate – Polycarbonate (also known as Lexan TM), is often used for
bulletproof windows.  We’ve introduced this material in a new application adding our special,
high gloss scratch resistant coating and screen print graphics on the back (or inside),protecting
your full color image from the threat of stone chips, road debris, and frequent washings. Available
in US, full European, and vintage rally-inspired sizes, each utilize standard North American
mounting hole locations. Vibrant and highly attractive in person, we offer these unique marque
plates at a reasonable price point.
 
Contact us today with your Marque Plate concept and we’ll make it a reality. Don’t have an
existing front license plate mounting bracket? We have a variety of solutions for you. Review local
DMV regulations regarding use of this product.

 
 

Not Another "Saab" Story
 

With the recent passing of acclaimed
Saab rally driver and all around brand
champion Erik Carlsson, we here at CAM
Inc. were reminded of the days when
Saab was a force to be reckoned with.
Reflecting on the brand’s success the
conversation naturally turned to our
own dealings with this storied
automotive icon. Continually thinking
outside the box, their inventive culture
may be evidenced by their introduction
of a retail web store, back when online
shopping was still in its infancy.
 

Of course today, it may be easy to approach the Saab mark with a heavy heart, but what you may
not know is the story didn’t just end in 2011.
 
While the factory may have closed its doors following bankruptcy late that year, the American
Saab enthusiast and parts division is alive and well. Saab Automobile Parts North
America continues to support the estimated 450,000 vehicles still on our American roads with
parts and accessories distributed through their 200 authorized service centers. This stands as
testament to the power of a classic brand and effectiveness of focused marketing.  The degree of
customer loyalty seen is nothing short of incredible, as many parts CAM supplied to the parent
company years ago are still offered and sold on a regular basis. Surprisingly annual sales by the
Saab parts division alone surpasses those of some active brands we currently service. While this
may not atone for the loss of Saab completely, we can’t help but smile while supporting their
steady orders.
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Saab Original Parts
 
Our hats off to their team as they continue to prove life is better when you “Find your Own
Road.”

 
 

More than One Way to Sell a Kit
 
Much like the family first aid kit, it’s nice to have everything you need right at your fingertips.
And when it comes to personalizing your new vehicle, our 2- or 3-piece gift sets are no exception.
Cleverly packaged to include several highly desirable CAM Inc. OEM manufactured products, they
are the perfect finishing touch for any new car buyer.
 
 

Camisasca license frame and valve stem caps featured with keychain supplied by Porsche
 
Taking the concept a step further, our friends at Porsche NA loved the idea of a 3-piece gift set
but could only use the approved Porsche Genuine Keyfob.  Anticipating the past Holiday Season
and thinking outside the box, they supplied us with this existing part for inclusion and repackaging
with our own Genuine Frame and Valve Stem Caps.  Not only has this proved to be a tremendous
sales success, but has also boosted sales for our OEM parts partner. 
 
Whether combining two or several items, gift sets naturally translate into a higher perceived
value by the end consumer. Several accounts have garnered consistent sales success in combining
the frame and valve stem caps and some even include a high quality CAM Inc. keychain as a nice
finishing touch. While providing the consumer a one unit solution, kits also simplify inventorying
of matching product, reduce packaging and shipping costs, and offer greater sales revenue per
unit sold. The benefits are twofold!
 
Have an idea of several parts or accessories you’d like to bundle? Contact us today if you think a
multi-vendor gift set works for you.
 

For more information on our line of quality made automotive accessories and parts, please feel
free to contact us at sales@camincusa.com or (800) 295-9450.  You may also visit our website at

www.CamIncUSA.com
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